
Here you will find color versions of two figures that appear in grayscale in Watching Closely 
discussion of Exercise 4.  Sample student responses to that exercise follow.  The first figure is 
Chiho Sasaki’s inspired template for collecting spatio-temporal data.  The second is the diagram 
Gitte Jonsdatter made for me of activity I observed at North Beach in Chicago. 

 





at shore - parents & 
small children, 
sandcastling

a few feet in - low 
chairs in the water

100' out - boys 
playing land-based 
sports, nerf footbal, 
dart thing,  
baseball,  frisbee 
soccer ball -  
chicken fights

9 strollers - 20 - 30' of water

8 umbrellas - (same region)
2 strollers to left of 20' mark

------------------
3 umbrellas at 40' mark
40' body orientation not to water, but to sun
60' mark - 3 umbrellas, 1 bike is right next to 
rubberized mat from path to beachhouse,  (physical 
environment elicits behaviors from people)

200' bodies oriented opposite from water, to 
beachhouse

side doesn't show:
staggering of umbrellas;
blue rubber mat to lifeguard stand
160' - almost empty, except directly in front 
of beach house
(clothes - near shore & along concrete path, 
they're walking)
fat people are in 'family land' 20 - 60 mark

235 - beachouse

100' - 1 cel phone, next to mat

110' - 1 phone next to mat
120' - (bikes start) 1 bike
140' - 1 cel phone (density of pp decreases 
dramatically

150' - 1 stroller, 4 umbrellas, 6 bikes
160-170' - 2 phones. almost empty, except 
directly in front of beach house
160 - 180 '  - 15 bikes

180 - 200 - 5 bikes
220 - 220 - 3 phones
220 - 235 - concrete bike/walkway

180 - people oriented to the 
pathway / beachhouse (people with 
bikes or cel phones)
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